Laura Ganci
April 19, 1952 - November 3, 2020

Laura Ganci, of Philadelphia, passed away peacefully on November 3rd, 2020 at the age
of 68. Dear companion of John Lange. Loving mother of Dawn (Christopher) Schuler,
Carmen Garramone, Joseph (Karen) Garramone, Anthony Garramone, and Eric (Katrina)
Ganci. Beloved grandmother of Christopher, Laura, Anthony, Tommy, and Xavier Michael.
Adored sister of Denise Giangrante, Michelle Giangrante, Alexander Giangrante, Billy
(Maria) Giangrante, Priscilla (Tony) Frangie, the late Linda Buonomo, and the late Lorraine
Tartaglio.
Relatives and friends are invited to her Funeral Service on Tuesday, November 10th at ST.
Nicholas of Tolentine Catholic Church. You may pay your respects from 9 a.m- 10 a.m.
and a Catholic Mass will begin at 10 a.m. Interment Private.

Events
NOV
10

Family Greeting

09:00AM - 10:00AM

St. Nicholas Of Tolentine Catholic Church
1718 S 9th Street, Philadelphia, PA, US, 19148

NOV
10

Catholic Mass

10:00AM

St. Nicholas of Tolentine Catholic Church
1718 S. 9th Street, Philadelphia, PA, US, 19148

Comments

“

I love and miss you so much Grams :'( I keep playing every memory of the times
when I was younger and you worked at the bar Cuckoo's Nest on 24th street and I
would ride my skateboard there just to come see you, you used to make me the best
sherrly temples and give me quarters to play pool with. Grams I'm so sorry that I
didn't get the chance to make you proud and make the best life that you always told
me I could do. I love you and will see you when Heaven calls us home. Watch over
us all grams we need you still

Tommy P - January 28, 2021 at 09:24 PM

“

Denise Giangrante lit a candle in memory of Laura Ganci

denise giangrante - November 09, 2020 at 04:39 PM

“

To the most beautiful loving adoring sister a person could hope for. Life will never be the
same without my best friend, confidant and cohort in life. You are and will always be my
warrior princess. You were so strong and brave much more so than I would have been. You
handled this with the grace and beauty that you have carried all of your life. There never
has been nor, will there ever be another like you. You my sister were in a class all by
yourself. You were a rock star and a shining glimmer of pride and virtue that those of us
can only hope to aspire to. Through everything that life threw your way you handled it like a
champ and never missed a beat in doing things your way. You will be missed every second
of every day. I love you Ganc fly free my beautiful butterfly. Don't forget to come sit beside
me and watch 90 day so we can make fun of and curse at the idiocy of the characters. I
miss you so very very much. Love you now always and forever Denise
denise giangrante - November 09, 2020 at 04:48 PM

“

Heart's Companion Bouquet was purchased for the family of Laura Ganci.

November 07, 2020 at 12:00 AM

